In looking back some years, the time was, when all that was required of a man to make him a dentist, was a certain amount of ingenuity, and deftness with tools ; but that is among the things that were, and dentistry is no longer looked upon as a trade, but a profession, taking high rank with the learned professions of the present day, and will ere long be standing at the front, side by side with that of the medical profession itself. To attain that degree of high standing, it will require hard work on the part of the student, and a high grade of literary and scientific education.
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There is no pursuit in life which does not require a certain amount of education and intellectual training. It is as equally necessary to the humblest artisan as to the most dignified profession. Any lack of it which the calling demands is at once discovered and brings with it regret and shame. The artisan who works in metal, wood or stone, and prepares it for the uses of civilization, in order to succeed in business, must possess it in a certain, but perhaps limited, degree; while the professional man who wishes to rise to eminence, who has the writings of great authors to " read, mark, learn and inwardly digest/' to meet emergencies often of the most trying character, requiring sound judgment. . io give opinions which must stand the sever strain pf public criticism, requires an education of the highest order.
To-day no one will doubt the statement that the man whose mind has been thoroughly trained in the attainment of a literary, scientific and classical education, is much better prepared to grasp and search out the hidden mysteries of professional lore, than one who has never had those advantages. With a grand future before us, assisted by the laws we have succeeded in placing on our records as the corner stone of our society, let every licentiate feel that he is in honor bound to see that the laws shall be well administered and respected, and endeavor to build a structure upon them that shall be a monument of glory in the years that will come in memory of those who have helped to lay it; that shall shine out upon the pathway of the men who come after, guiding them toward and in the path of wisdom?as the beacon light on the rock-bound ocean shore guides the storm-tossed mariner to a peaceful harbor ; writing on our banner in letters of gold the word
